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Abstract: In this work, we study data collection in multiple unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)1

aided mobile wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The network topology is changing due to the2

mobility of the UAVs and the sensor nodes, the design of efficient data collection protocols3

is a major concern. We address such high dynamic network and propose two mechanisms:4

prioritized-based contact-duration frame selection mechanism (called PCdFS mechanism), and5

prioritized-based multiple contact-duration frame selection mechanism (called PMCdFS mechanism)6

to build collision-free scheduling and balance the nodes between the multi-UAV respectively. Based7

on the two mechanisms, we proposed a Balance algorithm to conduct the collision-free communication8

between the mobile nodes and the multi-UAVs. Two key design ideas for Balance algorithm are: (a)9

no need of higher priority for those nodes that have lower transmission rate between them and the10

UAV and (b) improve the communication opportunity for those nodes that have shorter contact11

duration with the UAVs. We demonstrate the performance of proposed algorithms through extensive12

simulations, and real experiments. These experiments using 15 mobile nodes at a path with 1013

intersections and 1 island, presents that the network fairness is efficiently enhanced. We also confirm14

the applicability of proposed algorithms in a challenging and realistic scenario through numerous15

experiments on a path in Tongji campus in Shanghai, China.16

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Multiple unmanned aerial vehicles, Mobile nodes, Data17

Collection, Collision-free18

1. Introduction19

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles-aided wireless sensor networks (UAV-aided WSN) have gained more20

and more interest due to its widely applications in monitoring, surveillance, and exploring in healthcare,21

agriculture, industry, and military [1–5]. Among UAVs’ applications, one of the key functions is the22

data collection [6–11]. These works focus on deterministic topology where the nodes are deployed23

statically, and the locations of the sensors are known. The data collection issues addressed on dynamic24

topology, which are usually used in applications such as maritime detection, traffic surveillance, and25

wilderness rescuing where the targets are moving and no static sensors are deployed in advance, are26

seldom covered.27

The main difference between the static network and mobile network are: the transmission28

opportunities for nodes within the coverage of the UAV are different. In static case, all covered nodes29

are static, the relative velocity (vr) between the nodes and the UAV are the same. Thus, the contact30
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Figure 1. An illustration of the UAV-aided data collection for a mobile wireless sensor network.
The exemplar trajectory of the UAV1 is shown as: Waypoint P1

S →Waypoint P1
1 →Waypoint P1

2 →
Waypoint P1

3 →Waypoint P1
4 →Waypoint P1

5 →Waypoint P1
6 →Waypoint P1

E.

durations (CD) between them with the UAV depend on the relative distance (dr) between them31

(CD = dr
vr

, see [12,13] for more details). The relative distances almost have no difference if the UAV fly32

at a higher height. However, in mobile case, when the nodes move at different velocities, the CD are33

different greatly even the relative distance is the same. Intuitively, the shorter the CD between them,34

the smaller the opportunities for the mobile node to communicate with the UAV. When the CD is very35

short, the mobile node may have no opportunity to communicate with the UAV if no attention is paid36

on the CD between it with the UAV. Thus, a contact-duration-based data collection algorithm should37

be design for such context despite a large array of existing data collection algorithms (see Section 2.38

related works) on UAV-aided static WSNs.39

The impact factors of the CD between mobile nodes and the UAV include two aspects: (a)40

the relative distance between the sensor and the UAV, and (b) the relative velocity between them.41

Priority-based Frame Selection (PFS) [14,15] is a one-hop mechanism based on the relative distance42

according which the nodes are divided into different priority groups. Communications are conducted43

from higher to lower priorities. In [16], the authors propose a multi-hop highest velocity opportunistic44

algorithm which is based on relative velocity between mobile nodes and the UAV. The ones that have45

higher velocity have longer CD with the UAV therefore were selected as forwarded nodes. In our46

previous work [12,13], we studied the data collection maximization issues in a single UAV-aided mobile47

WSN where the pre-defined path is a straight path without comparison with existing works and real48

experiments. The curve path and multi-UAVs aspects are also not covered in the previous work. Thus,49

a large room for enhancing the network performance still exists.50

In this work, we focus on multi-UAV aided mobile WSN, Figure 1, where the nodes are deployed51

on mobile bicycles and move along a pre-defined curve path. Considering that, in the context of52

the nodes move along a path, two UAVs are enough to cover all mobile nodes when (as in Figure 1)53

UAV1 take-off from the original point of the path and fly along the path, UAV2 take-off from the end54

point of the path and fly along the path. Data collection issues in such context contain two aspects.55

End-to-end Data collection is a very complex problem. In this paper, we focus on the access link.56

As the literature, on this kind of link between the sensors and the UAV [6,7], still does not propose57

efficient solutions. The access link suffers from synchronization problem due to the high dynamic58

network, the coordination between the mobile nodes and the multi-UAVs. Providing the opportunity59

of communication to the nodes that have very short duration with the UAVs reduces the congestion60
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risk. On the other side, an extensive literature can be referred to, on the second link, on the backhaul61

link, between the UAVs and gateways [17]. The second link is also challenging on several levels such62

as the data security, the security of UAVs, and the dimensioning of the backhaul. In our previous work63

[18,19], we focused on the backahul link with satellite system. The proposed algorithms on mobile64

mules, in [18,19] are applicable for UAV-aided sensor networks. Moreover, because that the collected65

data (considering the value of data and distinguish the data collected from each sensor) could be stored66

in SD cards embedded on the UAV, thus, in this work, we focus on the access link. The data collection67

optimization objectives in such context include two aspects: (i) maximizing the number of collected68

packets, and (ii) maximizing the number of nodes that successfully send at least one packet during the69

collection period. Our main purpose is to jointly maximize the two aspects through formulating the70

dynamic parameters. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:71

• We study the impact of dynamic parameters, including the speed and flying height of UAV, the72

sensor speed, network size, and different priority areas. We mathematically formulate the data73

collection issue into the optimization with the objective of maximizing the number of collected74

packets and the number of sensors that successfully send packets to the UAVs.75

• Based on the dynamic parameters, we adopt time discrete mechanism and propose a76

Prioritized-based Multiple Contact-duration Frame Selection algorithm (named PMCdFS77

algorithm). PMCdFS algorithm is used for the balancing between the nodes (that are within the78

range of multi-UAVs at the same time) and multi-UAVs.79

• We improve the contact duration mechanism in our previous work (see [12,13] for more details)80

with the Prioritized Frame Selection (PFS) mechanism (see [14,15] for more details) and propose81

Prioritized-based Contact-duration Frame Selection algorithm (named PCdFS algorithm). PCdFS82

algorithm is a one-hop and slotted mechanism which is used to allocate the time-slot for the nodes83

that covered only by one of the UAVs.84

• We propose a Balance algorithm to solve the collision between the nodes and UAVs so as to85

optimize the aforementioned data collection performance.86

• Through extensive simulations, and real experiments, we examine the effectiveness of the87

proposed algorithms, and compare it with existing algorithm under different configurations.88

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we discuss previous89

related work. Section 3 presents the system model and the problems formulated. Section 4 present the90

proposed algorithms. Section 5 evaluated the proposed algorithms through extensive simulations and91

real experiments. Section 6 concludes this paper and gives some future work suggestions.92

2. Related Works93

There exists an extensive array of research on data collection in UAV-aided WSN with different94

objectives ranging from completion time minimization [20], power controlling [21], trajectory distance95

minimizing [22] to energy consumption minimization [23,24]. We classify these existing data collection96

algorithms by two criteria: (i) Static or mobile nodes, and (ii) sensors are deployed along a path or97

deployed within an interesting area. In (i), algorithms are differentiated by whether the sensors mobile98

or not because the dynamic parameters brought by the movement of nodes in the network structure99

have much greater impact on the system performance. In (ii), algorithms are differentiated by whether100

the nodes deployed along a path or not. The nodes deployed along a given path [12,13,25,26] so the101

UAV trajectory planning has very little impact on the network performance.102

(i): Data collection algorithms addressed on mobile nodes. There are many works on studying103

how to collected data from WSN. The authors in [4,9,27–29] review these works. According to the104

[4,9,27–29], most of these algorithms only based on mobile sink or only focused on mobile sensors.105

In our previous works [12,13,16], we studied how to use UAV to collect data from mobile nodes106

based on an assumption that both the nodes and the UAV move along a straight path with constant107

speeds. Generally case that both the UAV and the nodes move at a curve path are not considered.108
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Table 1. Summary of Related Work.

Ref. Sensor status Nuav Descriptions

[6] Static
deployed

1 Through UAV trajectory planning to achieve timely data collection
from IoT devices where the data has deadlines and needs to be
sent before the data loses its meaning or becomes irrelevant.

[7] Static
deployed

1 Considering the age of information, characterized by the data
uploading time and the time elapsed since the UAV leaves a node,
when designing the UAV trajectory.

[11] Static
deployed

1 To extend the lifetime of the network through charging for the
UAV in the air.

[14,
15]

Static
deployed

1 The authors divided the interesting area into different priority
groups, and the data communication conducted from higher to
lower priorities (PFS mechanism). Based on PFS, the authors
proposed a MAC protocols for UAV-aided WSN.

[24] Static
deployed

1 the authors through optimizing the trajectory of a rotary-wing
UAV to collect data with an objective of minimizing the maximum
energy consumption of all devices.

[25] Static
deployed

1 To minimize the flight time, and jointly optimize the transmit
power of nodes, the UAV speed and the transmission intervals.

[30] Static
deployed

1 To optimize the UAV’s trajectory, height, velocity, and data links
with ground users so as to minimize the total mission time.

[31] Static
deployed

1 To minimize the energy consumption of the system through
optimizing the UAV’s trajectory and devices’ transmission
schedule, while ensuring the reliability of data collection and
required 3-D positioning performance.

[32] Static
deployed

1 To maximize the minimum average data collection rate from all
nodes subject to a prescribed reliability constraint for each node
by jointly optimizing the UAV communication scheduling and
three-dimensional trajectory.

[33] Static
deployed

1 To minimize the maximum delay of all ground users through
jointly optimizing the offloading ratio, the users’ scheduling
variables, and UAV’s trajectory.

[34] Static
deployed

1 To maximize the minimum received energy of ground users by
optimizing the trajectory of the UAV. They first presented the
globally optimal one-dimensional (1D) trajectory solution to the
minimum received energy maximization problem.

[20] Static
deployed

Multiple Minimize the maximum mission completion time through jointly
optimize the wake-up scheduling and association for sensors, the
UAV trajectory, while ensuring that each node can successfully
upload the targeting amount of data with a given energy budget.

[35] Static
deployed

Multiple To maximize the data collection utility by jointly optimizing the
communication scheduling and trajectory for all UAVs.

[36] Static
deployed

Multiple The authors proposed a risk-aware trajectory planning algorithm
for multi-UAVs for urban applications.

[37] Static
deployed

Multiple To minimize the mission completion time of the UAVs through
designing the UAV’s trajectory, and meanwhile, they guaranteed
that each ground user can successfully recover the file.

[38] Static
deployed

Multiple To maximize the minimum throughput of ground users through
optimizing the trajectory for each UAV.

[39] Static
deployed

Multiple To minimize the mission time by planning the trajectory of each
UAV, while satisfying the time requirements.

[40] Static
deployed

Multiple Use nested Markov chains to analyze the probability for successful
data transmission, and propose a sense-and-send mechanism for
real-time sensing missions, and a multi-UAVs based Q-learning
algorithm for decentralized UAV trajectory planning.

this
paper

Mobile Multiple Collect data from mobile nodes through balancing the different
contact durations between mobile nodes, and multi-UAVs.
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Numerous of research have been done on static deployed networks [6,7,11,14,15,20,24,25,30–35,35–40].109

(see Table 1 for the key focuses for them, and the key difference of our proposed algorithms from110

existing algorithms).111

(ii): Most of aforementioned data collection algorithms can also be classify according to the112

deployed status of the nodes. Authors in [12,13,16,25,34] studied how to use UAV to collect data113

from nodes that deployed along a straight path. Especially in [25], the nodes deployed on a straight114

line, and the UAV fly over this line to collect data from nodes. In such context, the trajectory of the115

UAV dependent on the path (or line) and it has light impact on the performance if the path is longer116

enough. For instance, in [25], the authors aim to minimize the flight time through jointly optimizing117

the transmit power of nodes, the UAV speed and the transmission intervals. For the case that nodes118

are deployed within an interesting area, one of the main issues is to plan the UAV’s trajectory so119

as to enhance the network performance. Numerous research have been done on the UAV trajectory120

planning issues [6,7,20,24,30–35,35–40]. These works are different in the optimization method and121

objective function because of different scenarios. They are mainly classified into two types: single-UAV122

trajectory planning [6,7,24,30–34] and multi-UAV trajectory planning [20,35–40].123

Single-UAV trajectory planning. Authors in [33] use a UAV for the mobile edge computing system.124

They minimize the maximum delay of all ground users through jointly optimizing the offloading ratio,125

the users’ scheduling variables, and UAV’s trajectory. While in [24], the authors aim to minimize the126

maximum energy consumption through optimizing the trajectory of a rotary-wing UAV.And in [6], the127

authors utilize a UAV to collect data from IoT devices with each has limited buffer size and target data128

upload deadline. In this study, the data should be transmitted before it loses its meaning or becomes129

irrelevant. To maximize the number of served IoT devices, they jointly optimizing the radio resource130

allocation and the UAV’s trajectory.131

Multi-UAV trajectory planning. In [38], multi-UAVs used as mobile base stations to provide service132

for ground users. They aim to maximize the minimum throughput of ground users through optimizing133

the trajectory for each UAV. And in [20], they employ multi-UAVs to collect data from nodes. Through134

jointly optimizing the trajectories of UAVs, wake-up association and scheduling for sensors, they135

minimize the maximum mission completion time of all UAVs. In [37], the authors studied a multiple136

casting network utilizing the UAV to send files to all ground users. They aim to minimize the mission137

completion time of the UAVs through designing the UAV’s trajectory. Meanwhile, the proposed138

algorithms guarantee that each ground user can successfully recover the file. In urban applications,139

the authors proposed a risk-aware trajectory planning algorithm [36] for multi-UAVs. Under the same140

test scenarios, authors in [39] aim to minimize the mission time by planning the trajectory of each UAV.141

In [40], the scholars exploit the nested Markov chains to analyze the probability for successful data142

transmission. They propose a sense-and-send mechanism [40] for real-time sensing missions, and a143

multi-UAVs enabled Q-learning algorithm for decentralized UAV trajectory planning.144

Other cases. In [11], they use a single UAV to collect data from harsh terrains. Due to the large145

scale of the detection area, the network has a high demand for power. They adopted a rechargeable146

mechanism to extend the lifetime of the UAV so as to enhance the collection period. The PFS mechanism147

in [14,15] is based on the nodes’ positions for the data collection in single-UAV aided static sensor148

networks. The nodes are divided into different priority groups according two steps: (i). increasing149

group and decreasing group (Figure 2). The nodes that within the decreasing group was given higher150

priority than the ones within increasing group. (ii). For each group in (i), the nodes were divided into151

sub-group according to which power level does it belong to. The sets of nodes that within "power level152

1" in increasing group and in decreasing group are denoted by S1
a,I and S1

a,D, respectively. The priority153

values for nodes within S1
a,I and S1

a,D are denoted by P1
a,I and P1

a,D, respectively. The authors give high154

priority to those nodes that are within high power level (Figure 2), and applied opposite actions to155

the increasing and decreasing groups: (a) In increasing group, the nodes within high power level was156

given high priority value; (b) In decreasing group, the nodes within lower power level were given157
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Power level 2

Power level 3

Figure 2. The Priority Frame Selection (PFS) mechanism.

high priority. After these actions, almost all nodes that are at the best channel conditions have been158

considered.159

Although much research have been done on data collection, there is still room to enhance160

the network performance through balancing the dynamic parameters in first link in mobile sensor161

networks.162

3. System Model and Problem Formulation163

3.1. System Model164

This paper considers a UAV-assisted mobile sensor network which has N mobile bicycles with165

each equipped a sensor, and M UAVs with each equipped a sensor (as illustrated in Figure 1, where M166

= 2). S = {S1, S2, · · · , SN} is the set of mobile sensors. N nodes move along a pre-defined path (path167

length is denoted as L) with each has a speed vi. The UAV Ui is dispatched to collect data from mobile168

sensors at a given height hi and speed vi
u along a predefined trajectory (Figure 1).169

The trajectory consists of a few number of line segments that contain the "Waypoint Start" and170

"Waypoint End" (e.g., in Figure 1, "Waypoint Pi
S" and "Waypoint Pi

E" in the trajectory of UAVi, i171

= 1,2), and k intermediate waypoints (e.g., in Figure 1, "Waypoint Pi
1", "Waypoint Pi

2", "Waypoint172

Pi
3", "Waypoint Pi

4", "Waypoint Pi
5" and "Waypoint Pi

6" in the trajectory of UAVi, i = 1,2). Let Pi =173

{Pi
S, Pi

1, Pi
2, · · · , Pi

k, Pi
E} denote the set of all waypoints of UAVi. The coordinates for each waypoint Pi

m174

is denoted by Pi
m(xi

m, yi
m, hi). The UAV’s flight time between any two waypoints Pi

m and Pi
n is given by,175

λi
m,n =

‖ Pi
m − Pi

n ‖
vi

u
, Pi

m, Pi
n ∈ Pi . (1)

The collection period of the UAVi is the duration from "Waypoint Pi
1" to the "Waypoint Pi

E". And,
it is denoted by Ti,

Ti = Σk−1
m=1λi

m,m+1 + λi
k,E . (2)

The trajectory length for UAVi is,

Li = Σk−1
m=1 ‖ Pi

m+1 − Pi
m ‖ + ‖ Pi

E − Pi
k ‖ . (3)
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Table 2. Major notations used in this article.

Parameters Descriptions

N Network size;
M The number of UAVs;
UAVi The ith UAV;
S The sensors set;
Si

kB The sensors set that within the range of UAVi in tk;
Si,o

kB The sensors set that only within the range of UAVi in tk;
Si,j

kB The sensors set that within the range of both UAVi and UAVj in tk;
U The UAVs set;
Ti The collection period of the UAVi;
hi The fly height of the UAVi;
L The path length;
Li The length of the trajectory of UAVi;
Nts The number of time slots;
T The set of time-slots;
α The duration of one time-slot;
Pi

m,Pi
S,Pi

E The "mth", the "start", and the "end" way points of the UAVi respectively;
Pi The set of way points for UAVi;
λi

m,n The UAV’s flight time between any two waypoints Pi
m and Pi

n of UAVi;
F The set of nodes that send at least one packet in collection period;
tB The duration between adjacent two "Beacon";
Nts,a(i, j, k) A matrix where value is "0" and "1". Nts,a(i, j, k) = 1 implies in tk, the

UAVi will communicate with Sj, and othwise it is "0";
σijk Boolean function. σijk = 1 implies that the UAVi successfully collect data

from Sj in tk;
Ni

t,a The number of time slots that sensor Si (Si ∈ S) was allocated in time T;
Np The total number of collected packets;
Nnode The number of nodes that successfully send at least one packets.

Generally, in a given path, the coordinates (x-axis and y-axis) of the waypoints for the UAVs are176

the same except the height (z-axis). For instance, the point (xi
m, yi

m, hj) is one of the waypoints for177

UAVj (i.e., Pj
m(xi

m, yi
m, hj) ∈ Pj) if Pi

m(xi
m, yi

m, hi) ∈ Pi. Thus, we have Li = Lj. Intuitively, the straighter178

the pre-defined path, the smaller the ∆L (∆L = |L− Li|). The larger the number of waypoints, the179

smaller the ∆L. The major notations used in this work are defined in Table 2.180

To well present the impact of the dynamic parameters on the system, we using homogeneous181

UAVs (vi
u = v) to reduce the influence brought by UAVs’ speeds. Accordingly, the collecting period is182

denoted by T, and T = Ti.183

3.2. Discrete Time mechanism184

Considering the waypoint selection and beacon sending, we introduce a discrete-time mechanism185

where the collecting period T is divided into Nts time-slots with each lasting α time units, Nts =
⌊

T
α

⌋
,186

where b·c is the rounding down function. It is assumed that the time-slots are indexed as 1, 2, · · · , Nts,187

and T = {t1, t2, · · · , tNts} (Figure 3). It is worth note that, in each time slot, a sensor could communicate188

only with one UAV. For example, in tk, Si communicate with UAVm, and Sj communicate with UAVn189

(i 6= j and m 6= n).190

From Figure 1, the nodes that are covered by the UAVi and deployed nearly complete to191

communicate with the UAVi. For instance, Sm, Sn, Sk in Figure 1 complete to communicate with192

the UAV1. Meanwhile, there are more than one UAV within the range of one node. For example, Sk in193

Figure 1 with the range of both UAV1 and UAV2. The Sk should choice one from them to send packets.194

Hence, how to balance the communication between nodes and the UAVs so as to maximize the data195

collection is a challenging task.196
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Figure 3. An illustration of studied scenario.

UAV sends a “Beacon”;

B NU SCH Data collection B SCH Data collectionNU

Network update;

UAV send a “Scheduling” to mobile nodes;

Nodes send data in reserved time-slot;

time

Figure 4. The procedure of allocating.

3.3. Data Collection Protocols Using UAV197

In this paper, we present a distributed method for the data collection issues in UAV-aided mobile198

sensor network as follows. The collection period T is divided into Nts time slots. At the beginning of199

every time slot (Figure 4), UAV sends a "Beacon" message to tell the mobile nodes that UAV is coming.200

The "Beacon" includes the UAV’s information, e.g., the fly height, the speed, etc. The new comers send201

a JOIN message which includes the sensors’ information to the UAV to update the network topology.202

The UAV judges whether the nodes are within its range or not according to these messages. Then, it203

calculates the contact duration, the relative distance, and the potential time slots for each node that204

successfully send JOIN message. According to the time slot allocation algorithms that we proposed in205

section 4, the UAV provides a scheduling for the covered sensors, and broadcasts them a "Scheduling"206

message which contains the assignment of the time-slots. Having received the "Scheduling" message,207

every sensor transmits its data in its own time slots.208

3.3.1. Collecting packets209

Allocating the Nts time slots to individual mobile sensors under proposed mechanism is equivalent210

to maximizing the usage of time slots. Let,211

Nts,a(i, j, k) =

{
1 UAVi communicate witht Sj in tk ,
0 otherwise.

The data collection maximization problem is to maximize the number of collected packets, Np,

Np =
M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Nts

∑
k=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) · σijk · Dr · α . (4)

where Dr is the transmission rate, and212
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σijk =

{
1 success f ully transmission ,
0 otherwise.

Our objective is to balance the communication between the two UAVs and N mobile nodes to213

maximize the overall data collection utility. Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated as,214

P1 : max
Sj∈S,tk∈T

{Np} , (5)

s.t.
Nts

∑
k=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ Nts , ∀i, j , (6)

N

∑
j=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ N , ∀i, k , (7)

M

∑
i=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ M , ∀j, k , (8)

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Nts

∑
k=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ M · Nts , ∀i, j . (9)

Constraints (6), (7), (8) imply that, in a given time-slot, a UAV choice only one node to collect data,215

and one node select only one UAV to send data. Constraints (9) ensures that, in a given time-slot, no216

more than two communications happen between UAVs and mobile nodes.217

3.3.2. The number of nodes that successfully send packets to the UAV218

During the communicating between the UAVs and mobile nodes, the sensors transmission state219

contains: have no opportunity to send packets, have an opportunity to send but fail to transmit, and220

successfully send data to the UAVs. The larger number of nodes (Nnode) that successfully transmit221

packets, the higher the system performance. Thus, to enhancing the number of nodes that successfully222

send data to the UAVs is one of the key point in designing data collection algorithms.223

Let matrix IM×N×Nts is given by,224

Iijk = Nts,a(i, j, k) · σijk · i , UAVi ∈ U, Sj ∈ S and tk ∈ T.

Then, the elements in matrix I is the node ID. Then, we can obtain the number of nodes that225

successfully transmit at least one packet,226

Nnode , Hist(I). (10)

Where "Hist" is used to calculated the number of different elements in the I matrix. The Nnode227

maximization problem can be regarded as the formulated problem,228

P2 : max
Sj∈S,tk∈T

{Nnode} , (11)
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s.t.
Nts

∑
k=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ Nts , ∀i, j , (12)

N

∑
j=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ N , ∀i, k , (13)

M

∑
i=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ M , ∀j, k , (14)

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Nts

∑
k=1

Nts,a(i, j, k) ≤ M · Nts , ∀i, j . (15)

When i = 1 (single-UAV enabled sensor network), it is a classical NP-hard problem that we have229

studied in [12,13]. When i = 2 (multi-UAV enabled sensor network), this problem is also a NP-hard230

combinatorial maximization problem [41]: under the given conditions, its objective is to select items231

which have unique weight and value to maximize the total value.232

4. Proposed Algorithms233

In this section, we study how to balance the communication between multi-UAVs and mobile234

nodes, and we propose a balance mechanism. For the two cases, multiple nodes within the range235

of both two UAVs and multiple nodes only with the range of only one UAV, we propose two236

algorithms: Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection (PCdFS) (section 4.2) and Priority-based237

Multiple-Contact-duration Frame Selection (PMCdFS) (section 4.3) algorithms.238

4.1. Balance Algorithm between UAVs and Mobile Nodes239

In a given time slot tk (tk ∈ T), there are multiple nodes within the range of the UAV. The nodes240

that are potentially for UAV1 and UAV2 are denoted by S1
kB and S2

kB respectively. When S1
kB ∩ S2

kB241

= ∅, there is no node within the range of the UAV1 and UAV2 at the same time. In this case, we242

propose Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection (PCdFS) Mechanism (see section 4.2 for more243

details) to balance the communications between S1
kB and UAV1, S2

kB and UAV2 respectively. When244

S1
kB ∩ S

2
kB 6= ∅, and S1,2

kB , S1
kB ∩ S

2
kB. Then,245

S1,o
kB , S1

kB − S1,2
kB , (16)

S2,o
kB , S2

kB − S1,2
kB , (17)

midline of the path

𝑺𝒊𝟏
𝑺𝒊𝟐

𝑺𝒊𝟑
𝑺𝒊𝟒

𝑺𝒊𝟓

Priority area: Level 1 Priority area: Level 2 Priority area: Level 3

Figure 5. Priority areas.
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Algorithm 1 Balance Algorithm

Input: Initial deployed information of nodes and UAVs
Output: Np, Nnode

1: Np = Nnode = 0, k = 1, Tnow = 0;
2: Step 1. Synchronization;
3: UAV sends k− th ’Beacon’ message;
4: Network update, obtain the S1

kB
and S2

kB
;

5: Step 2. Data Communication;
6: while Tnow < T do
7: Let S1,2

kB , S1
kB ∩ S

2
kB, S1,o

kB , S1
kB − S1,2

kB , and S2,o
kB , S2

kB − S1,2
kB ;

8: if S1,2
kB = ∅ then

9: Apply PCdFS mechanism (Algorithm 2) to balance the communication between S1,o
kB and

UAV1, S2,o
kB and UAV2 respectively;

10: else
11: Apply PMCdFS algorithm (Algorithm 3) for the balancing between mobile nodes in S1,2

kB

and multi-UAVs, and obtain S1
kB

and S2
kB

through PMCdFS algorithm;
12: Apply PCdFS mechanism (Algorithm 2) to balance the communication between S1,o

kB and

UAV1, S2,o
kB and UAV2 respectively;

13: end if
14: Update Tnow, k, Np and Nnode;
15: end while
16: return Np and Nnode;

S1,o
kB and S2,o

kB are denoted the sensors set that only within the range of the UAV1 and246

UAV2 respectively. We use PCdFS mechanism to balance the communications between S1,o
kB247

and UAV1, S2,o
kB and UAV2 respectively. For the nodes within S1,2

kB , we proposed Priority-based248

Multiple-Contact-duration Frame Selection (PMCdFS) algorithm to balance between | S1,2
kB |mobile249

nodes and multi-UAVs. The Balance Algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.250

4.2. Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection Mechanism251

In Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection (PCdFS) mechanism, the priority areas252

division include two steps: (i). Divide the nodes into different groups according to which power level253

does them belong to. Take Figure 3 and Figure 5 for example, the nodes were divided into two groups254

and three groups, respectively. Figure 3, Si1 and Si2 are within the same priority area (level 2), Si3 , Si4255

and Si5 are within level 2. If we take into account more priority levels, e.g., 3 levels as in Figure 5, Si1256

and Si2 are within level 1, Si4 is in level 2, Si3 and Si5 are in level 3. More levels, more detailed group.257

(ii). For each group, the nodes were given different priority value according to their contact duration258

with the UAV. The ones that have shorter CD with the UAV were given higher priority values. In,259

PCdFS, different nodes were given different priority values except the case that there exist more than260

one node have the same CD with the UAV. In PCdFS, it makes the nodes that are facing to a loosing261

of the connection with the UAV are highly concerned. In addition, PCdFS provide the nodes within262

higher power level to send data exactly at the moment of their good channel condition so as to reduce263

the packets loss. The PCdFS algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2.264
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Algorithm 2 PCdFS Algorithm

Input: Initial deployed information of nodes and UAVs, S1
kB, S2

kB, Np, Nnode.
Output: Np, Nnode

1: for ∀Si ∈ S1
kB

, ∀Sj ∈ S2
kB

do
2: Make a judgement for sensor Si and Sj: which priority area does them in;
3: Calculate the contact duration between Si and the UAV1, Sj and the UAV2, respectively;
4: end for
5: For UAV1 (and UAV2), tk allocated to the one (e.g. Sik , and Sik ∈ S1

kB
for UAV1, and Sjl , Sjl ∈ S2

kB

for UAV2) which within the higher priority area; When more than one node within the same high

priority area, tk allocated to the one (e.g., Sik for UAV1, and Sjl for UAV2) which has the shorter

contact duration with the UAV.
6: In tk, Sik and Sjl send packets to UAV1 and UAV2 respectively;
7: Update Np, Nnode;
8: return Np and Nnode;

4.3. Priority-based Multiple-Contact-duration Frame Selection Mechanism265

The Priority-based Multiple-Contact-duration Frame Selection (PMCdFS) algorithm is used to266

balance the communications between the UAVs and nodes when these nodes are within the range of267

the multi-UAVs at the same time. Intuitively, the longer the CD between the nodes and the UAV, the268

higher the opportunity to send packets to the UAV. Thus, it increase the transmission opportunity of269

the node if it was arranged to the UAV which has longer CD between it and the UAV. The PMCdFS is270

detailed in Algorithm 3. Through PMCdFS algorithm, we obtain the sensors set in which all nodes271

only compete to communicate with a single UAV (UAV1 or UAV2). Then, we apply PCdFS algorithm272

to conduct the communication among them. The proposed algorithms are summarized in Table 3.273

In the following, we will evaluate the proposed algorithms through different configures, and274

compare our proposed algorithms with the existing algorithm (PFS).275

5. Implementation and Evaluation276

We implement the algorithms in both simulations and real experiments as following.277

Algorithm 3 PMCdFS Algorithm

Input: Initial deployed information of nodes and UAVs, S1,2
kB , S1

kB, S2
kB.

Output: S1
kB and S2

kB
1: for ∀Si ∈ S1,2

kB
do

2: Calculate the contact duration between Si and the UAV1 (denoted as Ti,1), the UAV2 (denoted as

Ti,2), respectively;
3: if Ti,1 < Ti,2 then
4: S2

kB = S2
kB ∪ {Si} ;

5: else
6: S1

kB = S1
kB ∪ {Si} ;

7: end if
8: end for
9: return S1

kB and S2
kB;
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Table 3. Proposed algorithms

Algorithms Descriptions

Balance mechanism It is specially used to balance the communications between multiple nodes
and multiple UAVs for the system.

PCdFS mechanism It is used to build the "scheduling" between the nodes (that only with the
range of a single UAV) and the UAV.

PMCdFS mechanism It is specially used to balance the communications between the nodes (these
nodes are within the range of multiple UAVs at the same time) and the UAV.

Table 4. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

network size [5, 200] path width 10 m
fly time 5 minutes fly height [5, 95] m
UAV speed [5, 25] ms−1 sensor speeds [0, 10] ms−1

# priority groups [2, 5] packet size 127 Bytes
Data bit rate 250 kbps inter-beacon duration 2 second to 60 second
receiving threshold 1E-10 W sensing threshold 1E-11 W
transmission range of the UAV and the node 100 m

Table 5. Summary of simulations.

Section Parameters Nuav Descriptions

Section 5.1.1. Impact of priority level
changes.

N = 200, h = 15 m, v = 10
ms−1, IBD = 2 s, vi ∈ [0,10]
ms−1, Npl ∈ = {2,3,4,5}.

1 Study the impact of priority
levels on the network
performance.

Section 5.1.2. Varying beacon
intervals.

N = 200, h ∈ [5,95] m, v ∈
[5,25] ms−1, IBD ∈ [2,60] s,
vi ∈ [0,10] ms−1, Npl = 2.

1 Study the impact of different
synchronization frequency
on the network performance.

Section 5.1.3. Impact of UAV’s
parameters changes.

N = 200, h = 15 m, v = 10
ms−1, IBD = 2 s, vi ∈ [0,10]
ms−1, Npl = 2.

1 Study the impact of fly height
and speeds on the network
performance.

Section 5.1.4. Scalability. N ∈ [5,200], h = 15 m, v = 10
ms−1, IBD = 2 s, vi ∈ [0,10]
ms−1, Npl = 2.

1 Study the impact of the
network size on the network
performance.

Section 5.1.5. Comparison between
Multi-UAVs and Single-UAV.

N = 200, h = 15 m, v = 10
ms−1, IBD = 2 s, vi ∈ [0,10]
ms−1, Npl = 2.

{1,2} Compare our proposed
algorithms when using one
UAV and two UAVs.

5.1. Simulations278

We conduct the simulations in MATLAB/Simulink where the UAV fly (5 minutes) along a path279

(the path is 10 m wide). The simulated priority groups are {2, 3, 4, 5} groups. The other simulation280

parameters are presented in table 4, the final results are given by the mean of 30 simulation runs.281

Considering that, the PFS mechanism is proposed and examined based on a single-UAV sensor282

network. To well compare the proposed algorithm with it, we use M = 1 in the simulations in Section283

5.1.1, Section 5.1.2, Section 5.1.3, and Section 5.1.4. And in Section 5.1.5, we compare our proposed284

algorithms when using single UAV and multiple UAVs. All the simulations are summarized in Table 5.285

5.1.1. Impact of priority level changes286

Figure 6 presents the impact for varying the number of priority groups. The more priority groups,287

the smaller number of collected packets. The number of collected packets is much improved at 2288

priority groups division as compare to 5 priority groups division. That is because the nodes in lower289

priority groups may have changed their state when it is their turn to send packets. The introduce of290
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Figure 6. Impact of priority area change. In these simulations, the proposed algorithm is the
combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS algorithms.

Figure 7. The impact of inter-beacon duration on network performance. In these simulations, the
proposed algorithm is the combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS algorithms.

contact duration provides high priority to them so as to overcome part of this issue, thus more packets291

were collected in PCdFS algorithm.292

It also can be concluded that, the larger number of priority groups, the smaller number of nodes293

are within the highest priority group. Then, the smaller number of nodes have opportunities to send294

packets, thus, the unfair for the network. The number of nodes that successfully send at least one295

packet in proposed Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection mechanism is 16.2 times larger296

than in the PFS mechanism which is because the dynamic parameters are concerned in the proposed297

algorithm.298

In the following, in both simulations and real experiments, the number of priority groups is fixed299

at 2.300
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5.1.2. Varying beacon intervals301

Figure 7 shows that both Np and Nnode were much improved when the inter-beacon duration at 2302

seconds. Indeed, the longer the beacon intervals, the smaller number of beacons were sent. Thus, the303

number of network synchronization is reduced so as to seldom nodes were detected during collecting.304

No node will be detected if no beacon sending.305

5.1.3. Impact of UAV’s parameters changes306

Figure 8 shows the impact of the total number of collected packets for varying the UAV speed and307

fly height. The network achieve the optimal (Nnode = 46.5 of 30 simulations) when the fly height is 15308

m (Figure 8(a)). In this simulation, the UAV speed is 10 ms−1, and the size is 200 with nodes speeds309

(a) The number of collected packets for the network for varying fly height of the UAV. The
number of nodes that successfully send packet to the UAV in the same scenario.

(b) The number of collected packets for the network for varying UAV’ speed. The number
of nodes that successfully send packet to the UAV for varying the speed of the UAV.

Figure 8. Network performance for varying UAV’ parameters: fly height and speed. In these
simulations, the proposed algorithm is the combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS algorithms.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of proposed algorithm (the combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS
algorithms) on network size.

vary from 1 ms−1 to 10 ms−1. Due to using fixed Dr, the fly height has very slight impact on both310

Np and Nnode. The contact duration which given by the relative distance between the nodes and the311

UAV was highly affected by the fly height. Hence, the PCdFS algorithm presents difference from the312

PFS mechanism when the fly height is 95 m. Compared to Np, the Nnode was affected much when the313

fly height is larger than 75 m. There is clearly difference between the two mechanisms when the gap314

between different fly heights exceeds 50 m.315

The change of the UAV speed has huge impact on both the total number of collected packets and316

the number of nodes that successfully send packets to the UAV 8(b). When the gap between the UAV317

speed and the maxi speed of all nodes is very small, the network performance achieve the optimal.318

In this studied scenario, the maxi speed for all nodes is 10 ms−1, thus, the performance is optimal319

when the UAV speed is 10 ms−1. When Vuav > 10 ms−1, the higher the Vuav, the bigger gap between320

the UAV speed and the nodes’ speeds, the shorter contact duration between them, then, the smaller321

opportunities for nodes to communicate with the UAV. Then, the smaller number of packets were send322

to the UAV, the unfair for the network.323

5.1.4. Scalability324

Figure 9 shows the impact of the network size on system performance. In this study, the fly height325

is 15 m and UAV’s speed is 10 ms−1 and the size vary from 5 to 200 with nodes’ speeds vary from 1326

ms−1 to 10 ms−1.327

The larger the network size, the larger number of nodes have opportunity to communicate with328

the UAV, thus, the larger number of packets were sent to the UAV. When the size larger than 30, each329

time-slots has successfully communication, thus, the number of collected packets in PFS mechanism330

keep steady. It keep increase in PCdFS algorithm until it reach the transmission upper bound of the331

collection time. The Nnode was increase steady in proposed algorithm. The Nnode when N = 200332

in proposed algorithm is 11.34 times larger than when N = 5 while it is almost the same in PFS333

mechanism. Hence, the proposed algorithm shows high scalability in terms of sensors density.334

5.1.5. Comparison between Multi-UAVs and Single-UAV335

Figure 10 presents the impact of proposed algorithms on the network size. "Alg1/UAV1" simulate336

the combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS algorithms on the UAV1 which is take-off from337
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Figure 10. The impact of UAV1, UAV2 and multi-UAVs of proposed algorithm on network size. In
these simulations, "Alg1" is the combination of proposed Balance and PCdFS algorithms, "Alg2" is the
combination of proposed PMCdFS, PCdFS, and Balance algorithms.

the original point of the path, while "Alg1/UAV2" simulate the same combination algorithms on the338

UAV2 which is take-off from the end point (the midline of the path) of the path. UAV1 fly at the same339

direction as the nodes while UAV2 fly at opposite direction. Intuitively, the average contact duration340

between the UAV1 and the nodes is longer than the average value between UAV2 and the nodes. Thus,341

the communication conducted in UAV1 case work better than in UAV2. There is no doubt that, the342

multi-UAVs work better than single UAV in data collection issues because more opportunity provided343

for mobile nodes.344

5.2. Real Experiment345

5.2.1. Set up346

We study a path in Tongji University (Jiading Campus) as in Figure 11(a). It is 5 meters wide and347

1200 meters long, with several intersections and 1 island (Figure 11(a)). In these experiments, the UAV348

equips a Pixhawk autopilot system [42,43] (as shown in Figure 11(b)) so as to fly along a predefined349

path at given height. The UAV controled through a ground station (Figure 12) where the fly height350

and speed and the packet transmission are controled. We implement 15 bicycles move along the path351

with each equips a Pixhawk to simulate the communications based on proposed algorithms (Figure352

X (N)

Y (E)

Z

(a) Experiments path in Tongji University -
Jiading Campus.

(b) The UAV employed with a Pixhawk
autopilot system.

(c) The Pixhawk autopilot
system deployed on a bicycle.

Figure 11. Presentation of the studied path and hardware in experiments.
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𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕𝟏

𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕𝟐

𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕𝟑

𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕𝟒

Figure 12. A screen shot from ground control station.

P1
P2

P3
P4

(a) The movements for UAV flying at 15 meters, and its speed is 5 ms−1

in ground control station.

(b) The movements for UAV flying at 15 meters, and its speed is 3 ms−1 in
ground control station.

Figure 13. Presentation of the movements for UAV when it fly at 15 m with 3 ms−1 and 5 ms−1 in
ground station.
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(a) Instantaneous speeds of five nodes over time.

(b) Trajectories of five nodes.

Figure 14. The movements for 5 nodes.

11(c)). These nodes start with a random distance from the original point (point A in Figure 11(a)). Their353

locations and speeds are expressed in NED coordinate system, as presented in Figure 11(a).354

Pixhawk has built-in MAVLINK protocol [44], the protocol No.24 (GPS_RAW_INT) [44] is used355

as the "beacon" packet (including the speed and location of the UAV) for the UAV, whose interval can356

be configured (e.g., in the following experiments, the beacon intervals is set at 2 s). For mobile nodes,357

the protocol No.24 (GPS_RAW_INT) is used as the "update" packet (including the speed and location358

of the mobile node). We modified and reused the protocol NO.36 (SERVO_OUTPUT_RAW) [44] as the359

"scheduling" packet (which stores the sensor ID and time-slot ID for the collision-free communication360

between nodes and the UAV) for the UAV. Each MAVLINK packet contains a system ID field so we361

can use it to identify the sender. The pixhawk has also a log system so the GPS information as well as362

the received packet number and time is stored in the on-board SD card.363

Figure 13 presents the movements for UAV1 (only one UAV is used in real experiments) where the364

fly height is 15 meters, with control speeds of 5 ms−1 (Figure 13(a)) and 3 ms−1 (Figure 13(b)) according365

to Pixhawk. In the studied experiments, the UAV fly at 15 m and 30 m. Figure 14 is an example to366

present the instantaneous speeds and trajectories for 5 nodes (Node 1 to Node 5) according to the367

Pixhawk.368

To make the UAV fly along this path, we set 4 way points along the path as shown in Figure 12.369

In the experiments, the UAV start from Point1 to achieve its given speed (it is 5 ms−1 in Figure 12) to370

Point2, Point3 and the ending point (Point4). In Pixhawk autopilot system, the UAV will hover on the371

way point and ending point for 2 seconds. That is why in the Figure 13(a), the UAV speed is lower372

than 5 ms−1 at P2 and P3. In Figure 13(b), both the height and instantaneous speed of UAV have shock373

between the Point3 and Point4 because of the influence of wind. The wind has impact on the dynamic374
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Figure 15. The impact of network size, and flying height over the system performance. In these
experiments, the beacon interval is fixed at 2 seconds according to the simulation results in Figure 7.

Figure 16. The impact of network size, and UAV’s speed over the system performance. In these
experiments, the beacon interval is fixed at 2 seconds. All the results are based on the combination of
Balance and PCdFS algorithms.

parameters so as to affect the relative velocity between the mobile node and the UAV, the network375

performance affected accordingly. However, it cannot be control during experiments.376

5.2.2. Results377

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the experiments results under the proposed algorithms, the378

combination of Balance algorithm and PCdFS algorithm. From Figure 15, the number of collected packets379

in simulation is almost 2 times larger than in the experiments because of the impacts of hardware and380

environments are not considered in simulations. The flying height has an significant impact on the381

number of collected packets in experiments, especially when Nnode is steady between different heights.382

The higher the height, the larger number of nodes in both PFS and proposed algorithms. The number383

of collected packets of proposed algorithm in size 15, h = 30 meters is more than 2 times than in h = 15384

meters. The system performance increase as the size increase. The larger the network, the more nodes385

have opportunities to send packets, the more packets were collected. The number of collected packets386

in proposed algorithm (when h is 15 meters) is 1.2 times larger than in PFS algorithm.387

From Figure 16, it can be found that the UAV’s speed has little impact on data collection in real388

experiments. This is because, the UAV’s speed is set at 3 ms−1 and 5 ms−1 because of the battery389

constrictions and the campus constrictions. And the nodes’ speeds are between 2 ms−1 and 5 ms−1
390

also (Figure 14). Thus, the relative velocity between the UAV and mobile nodes are very small. The391
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number of collected packets presented in Figure 16 keep the same conclusions as in simulations in392

section 5.1.3 where the UAV fly at 5 ms−1 and 10 ms−1.393

The fly height almost have no influence on the number of nodes that successfully transmit packets394

to the UAV, as presented in both Figure 15 and Figure 16, which are the same as in section 5.1.3.395

5.3. Discussions396

According to the aforementioned simulations, the beacon interval and the UAV speed have huge397

impact on the network performance. The shorter the beacon interval, the better the system performance.398

The UAV speed is constrained by the node speed. The smaller the relative velocity between them,399

the higher the network performance. It keeps the same conclusions as in real experiment. In real400

experiments, the data collection is well conducted when the UAV speed is set at 5 ms−1 which is very401

close to the average speed of mobile nodes. Compare to the other dynamic parameters, the number of402

priority levels has steady impact on data collection in the simulations. From the movements of the403

nodes in Figure 14, it can be found that, the difference between the trajectories of nodes are very small404

because the road width is 5 m and the road length is 1200 m.405

Compare Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b), it also can be found that, the fly time in 3 ms−1 is 1.56406

times as in 5 ms−1 while the speed increase by 66.67% (from 3 ms−1 to 5 ms−1). In the studied scenario,407

there are very small difference between the trajectories when UAV fly at 3 ms−1 and 5 ms−1 because408

the UAV follow the same path which width is very short compared to its length. Thus, the fly time is409

mainly dependent by the speed of the UAV. In other words, the slower the UAV fly, the higher energy410

consumption of the battery energy. From Figure 16, we notice that, the data collection has very little411

difference when UAV fly at 3 ms−1 and 5 ms−1. Therefore, under given constrictions, the higher the fly412

speed of the UAV, the more saved battery energy.413

The fly height has very little impact on data collection in simulations because of the same414

transmission rate is adopted. However, the fly height has huge impact on data collection in experiments415

because a real and complex antenna system are conducted among the transmissions between the node416

and the UAV. The higher the flying height, the less interference from external factors (e.g., buildings,417

etc.). Thus, the better the transmission, the higher the network performance.418

6. Conclusion419

In this paper, we developed two mechanisms: Priority-based Contact-duration Frame Selection420

mechanism (named PCdFS mechanism) and Priority-based Multiple Contact-duration Frame Selection421

mechanism (named PMCdFS mechanism). PCdFS mechanism is used to build the scheduling422

communications when the nodes are only covered by one of the UAVs. PMCdFS is used to balance the423

communication between the nodes and multi-UAVs when these node within the range of multi-UAVs424

at the same time. Based on the two mechanisms, we proposed the Balance algorithm which highly425

enhances the network fairness in the applications where both the nodes and the collectors are mobile.426

Two key mechanisms for designing Balance algorithm are: (i) divide the interesting areas into different427

priority areas and (ii) provide an independent priority value for each node in the same priority428

group according to their contact duration with the UAVs. We examined the performance of proposed429

algorithms through extensive simulations, and real experiments. In the experiments, we used 15430

mobile nodes at a path with several intersections and 1 island in Tongji campus in Shanghai, China. We431

also confirm the applicability of the proposed algorithm in a challenging and realistic scenario through432

numerous experiments. Both simulation results and experiment results present that the proposed433

PCdFS algorithm enhanced the network performance efficiently. The backhaul dimensioning is an434

interesting problem that we will address in our future work. It depends on the used backhaul type435

(either satellite or terrestrial) and on the allocation that is reserved to the network slice dedicated for436

MTC (Machine Type Communication) traffic.437
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